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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Perceptual decision-making is commonly studied using two-alternative forced-choice tasks in which one of two responses is produced based on a visual discrimination. Performance is explained by sequential sampling of evidence accumulation, which appear to correspond to the dynamics of particular neurons in sensorimotor brain structures ([@bib18], [@bib24], [@bib38]). Response control is commonly studied using stop-signal (countermanding) tasks in which a planned response should be withheld if a stop-signal occurs. Performance is explained by race models of the initiation or cancellation of a response, which correspond to the dynamics of particular neurons in sensorimotor structures ([@bib2], [@bib11], [@bib13], [@bib28]). Neither standard model accounts for performance and neurophysiology of the other task, and it is unknown whether neurons instantiate both processes. Therefore we investigated (1) whether perceptual decisions and response control can be performed concurrently, (2) whether they are accomplished by the same neurons, and (3) whether perceptual decision-making and countermanding can be unified computationally.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Countermanding Choice Performance {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------

Neural spiking was sampled from two macaque monkeys (Br, Jo) performing a task that combined visual decision-making and saccade countermanding. On each trial, a cyan and magenta checkerboard was presented. The color coherence of the checkerboard was varied to influence the choice direction and discrimination difficulty. Monkeys reported the majority color with a saccade to one of two peripheral targets consistently mapped onto each color ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). On a minority of trials (∼30%), a visual stop-signal was presented at the fixation point after a variable stop-signal delay. On no-stop trials, reinforcement was earned for a correct choice. On stop-signal trials, two outcomes were possible. Reinforcement was earned for canceling the choice saccade. No reinforcement was delivered if the saccade was not canceled. Analysis of performance using the [@bib11] race model provides a measure of the duration of the countermanding process, known as stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) ([@bib31]).Figure 1Perceptual Decision Countermanding Task(A) No-stop trials (top panel) began by fixating a central spot. After a variable delay, two targets appeared in the periphery. After another variable delay, a 10 × 10 checkerboard choice stimulus (magnified inset) appeared 3° above the fixation spot, while the fixation spot simultaneously disappeared. The checkerboard was composed of variable fractions of cyan and magenta squares. Fluid reward was delivered if monkeys shifted gaze to the target assigned to the majority color. On a minority of trials (stop-signal trials, bottom panel), the fixation spot reappeared after a variable stop-signal delay. Reward was delivered if monkeys canceled the planned saccade.(B) Performance of monkey Br during neural recordings. Upper left: Mean ± SEM choice probability as a function of color coherence for no-stop (black) and non-canceled (red) trials. Gray and red lines plot values predicted by best fit model. Upper right: Inhibition function averaged across all sessions. Solid line plots the inhibition function predicted by the best fit model. Lower left: Mean ± SEM of response time (RT) as a function of color coherence for correct choice no-stop (black) and non-canceled (red) trials. Non-canceled RT was systematically shorter than no-stop RT, justifying the application of the Logan and Cowan race model. Gray and red lines plot values predicted by the best fit model. Lower right: Mean ± SEM stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) derived from race model as a function of color coherence (black). SSRT did not vary with decision-making difficulty. Mean ± maximum and minimum SSRT predicted by the best fit model (gray).

Performance data from each monkey manifest classical features of both the perceptual decision-making and the countermanding tasks ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Response times and error rate both increased with difficulty across both color coherence and stop-signal delay (Br: RT: F(3,59) = 12.10, η~p~^2^ = 0.38, p \< 0.001; error rate: F(3,35) = 759, η~p~^2^ = 0.50, p \< 0.001; Jo: RT: F(3,62) = 3.78, η~p~^2^ = 0.15, p = 0.015; error rate: F(3,35) = 363, η~p~^2^ = 0.49, p \< 0.001). Discrimination difficulty manipulated by color coherence had no effect on SSRT (Br: F(3,16) = 0.86, η~p~^2^ = 0.14, p = 0.48; Jo: F(3,16) = 0.68, η~p~^2^ = 0.11, p = 0.58). This pattern of results was replicated in performance collected in separate sessions with monkey Br and with a third monkey (X) ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Replicating previous findings with macaques and humans ([@bib12], [@bib16]), perceptual decision-making and response inhibition appear to operate concurrently and efficiently.

Neural Spiking during Choice Countermanding {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------

Patterns of neural spiking sampled in the frontal eye field (FEF), a prefrontal area at the interface of visual decision-making and saccade production ([@bib26]), also manifest classical features of both the perceptual decision-making and the countermanding tasks ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This report is based on 1,398 neural spiking samples of which 696 were modulated during the task with 206 exhibiting presaccadic ramping activity. Of these presaccadic units, 52% were modulated with the difficulty of the perceptual choice mirroring the evidence accumulation process accounting for the variation of response time (RT) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), replicating previous observations ([@bib4]).Figure 2Neural Mechanism of Perceptual Decision CountermandingAverage discharge rates of neurons representing the perceptual decision variable and instantiating race model GO process. Discharge rate is plotted as a function of time relative to presentation of the choice stimulus (left), stop-signal (middle), and saccade (right). The thick lines mark times when stop-signal occurred across trials. Dashed lines mark corresponding SSRT across sessions. On trials with no stop-signal (thin), discharge rates accumulated faster with higher (black) relative to lower (gray) color coherence but reached the same trajectory immediately before saccade initiation. On successfully canceled stop-signal trials (thick), accumulating discharge rates were inhibited before SSRT.

As observed before, when saccades were not canceled, modulation of the presaccadic units was indistinguishable from no-stop trials with equivalent RTs ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). When choice saccades were canceled, 58% presaccadic units modulated before SSRT in a manner sufficient to control saccade initiation, also replicating previous observations ([@bib6], [@bib17], [@bib20]) ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

We now report that when choice saccades were canceled, of the 52% presaccadic neurons modulated with perceptual difficulty, 81% also modulated before SSRT ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This was observed in well-isolated, single units ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Presaccadic ramping neurons in FEF have been identified computationally with the GO process of countermanding ([@bib2], [@bib13]) and with evidence accumulation for perceptual decision-making ([@bib4], [@bib21], [@bib22]). These results show that evidence accumulation and response inhibition are instantiated concurrently by single neurons in prefrontal cortex.

Neuro-computational Model of Choice Countermanding {#sec2.3}
--------------------------------------------------

To determine how neurally plausible choice and stopping models can be unified, we tested an interactive choice race model consisting of two stochastic accumulators for each response alternative (GO^+^, GO^−^) plus a STOP accumulator ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The two GO units and one STOP unit could accumulate activation and interact in various ways defined by particular parameters. We explored which parameters provided the best fit of the correct and error RT distributions, and the variation of choice accuracy and SSRT across choice difficulty and stop-signal delays. The quality of the fits was evaluated with Bayesian information criteria. This model framework with different types of parameter constraints afforded nested hypothesis testing among several distinct architectures.Figure 3Interactive Race Model of Countermanding Perceptual Decision-Making(A) Model architecture. Alternative decisions are committed when the accumulated activation of one of the GO units reaches a threshold. The accumulation of each GO unit was driven by the evidence supporting each alternative. This accumulation could be reduced by feedforward inhibition proportional to the evidence supporting the other alternative and by lateral inhibition from the other GO unit. Decisions are canceled if the activation of a STOP unit inhibits the GO units. This inhibition arises after a delay, which preserves the stochastic independence of the race finish times.(B) Comparison of model SSRT for each monkey (circles) with observed SSRT average (bars) and range of minimum and maximum values across sessions (error bars).(C) Representative trajectories of GO unit and STOP unit on trials with a stop-signal when the response was successfully canceled.(D) Observed (solid) and simulated (dashed) cancel times.

We tested three mechanisms of choice nested within the same general model architecture (race (u = 0, β~GO~ = 0), feedforward inhibition (u \> 0, β~GO~ = 0), and lateral inhibition (u = 0, β~GO~ \> 0) between the GO units) and one mechanism of inhibition from the STOP to the GO units (β~STOP~ \> 0). For each architecture, we also evaluated the quality of the fits for five forms of parameter flexibility ([Table S3](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (1) To account for asymmetric RT across response alternatives, different baseline values (A~0~) were allowed for each GO accumulator. (2) To account for variation in RT as a function of color coherence, the GO accumulation rate (μ~GO~) was allowed to vary with coherence level, but the values were constrained to be equal for the two alternatives. (3) To account for both overall RT asymmetries and variation of RT across color coherence, both baseline values and coherence-dependent accumulation were allowed. (4) To account for asymmetric variation of RT as a function of color coherence, the accumulation rate was allowed to be asymmetric across the two alternatives. (5) To account for both overall RT asymmetries and asymmetric variation of RT as a function of color coherence, asymmetric variation of both baseline values and accumulation rates were allowed. Variation of threshold (A~θ_GO~) or non-decision time (t~0_GO~) across conditions did not improve fits to the performance measures. Each architecture accounted well for the combined choosing and stopping performance, with only modest differences in the goodness of fit of the race, feedforward inhibition, and lateral inhibition mechanisms. We regard this as evidence for a robust computational unification of perceptual decision-making and response control because mathematically distinct but functionally similar neural networks can accomplish common functions ([@bib14]).

Performance during neural recordings was fit best by a model with lateral inhibition between the two GO units (u = 0, β~GO~ \> 0) and potent inhibition of the GO units by the STOP unit (β~STOP~ ≫ 0) ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [Tables 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [S3](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Asymmetric variation in color coherence difficulty was best accounted for by asymmetric variation in GO unit accumulation rates (μ~GO~^+^ ≠ μ~GO~^−^). Decision error rates were best accounted for by the combination of variation in relative baseline levels and accumulation rates across the two alternatives. Response inhibition was accounted for by late, potent inhibition of the GO units by the STOP unit. The best-fitting models fit the basic performance measures well on average ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and across RT distributions ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The interactive choice race model also fit performance collected in separate sessions in monkey Br and in a third monkey (X) ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Table 1Parameters of Best-Fit Models for Performance during Neural RecordingBr NeuralJo NeuralParameters of Best Fit ModelLateral InhibitionLateral InhibitionA~0_GO~^+^14.96.0A~0_GO~^-^93.418.1A~0_STOP~12.99.6A~θ_GO~150.439.3A~θ_STOP~13.714.6COHCOHμ~Go~^+^−8%0.07−10%0.09−3%0.11−5%0.163%0.245%0.198%0.3710%0.22μ~Go~^-^−8%0.31−10%0.40−3%0.28−5%0.333%0.245%0.248%0.1610%0.12μ~STOP~0.140.13U−7.80 × 10^−16^−0.058β~STOP~−0.477−0.410t~0_GO~66120t~0_STOP~913[^2]

Our approach to testing computational models requires more than fits to performance. The model is supposed to explain what neurons are doing through time. Therefore, we compared the observed times when presaccadic neural activity was interrupted on canceled trials with the times measured in simulated trajectories of GO units with best-fit parameters. As observed in the simpler interactive race model ([@bib2], [@bib13]), we found that the STOP unit interrupted the accumulation of the GO units at times corresponding to those measured from the sampled neurons ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, these results demonstrate the graceful and robust computational unification of the two primary models of decision-making and response control.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Based on the following considerations, we believe the current results can be interpreted more generally. First, the performance measured during neural recordings corresponded to performance measured in other monkeys and four human participants ([@bib16]). Second, the patterns of neural modulation observed corresponded to patterns observed previously in monkeys performing tasks that require only saccade countermanding ([@bib6], [@bib20]) or tasks that require only perceptual decision-making ([@bib4], [@bib23], [@bib25]). Therefore, the observation that neurons representing the decision variable for a perceptual decision can be countermanded may be regarded as robust. Third, the quality of the fits achieved by this countermanding decision model was comparable with those achieved by previous fits to perceptual decision or to countermanding performance alone ([@bib2], [@bib10], [@bib13], [@bib15], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib33]). Thus, elaborating previous theoretical work ([@bib12]), the interactive race choice countermanding model unifies previously distinct model frameworks.

We sampled some neurons that statistically failed to signal the perceptual decisions. We believe that this is not a consequential observation. Most of these neurons had weak responses to the choice targets, so we surmise that the weak modulation was simply due to a lack of overlap of the most sensitive region of the neuron\'s response field and the placement of the choice targets. We also sampled neurons that did not modulate before SSRT or at all when choice saccades were canceled. Such diversity in FEF has been found before ([@bib6]). Further research can elucidate the circuitry of these diverse neurons.

The major general conclusion we draw is that the existence of neurons contributing to both functions concurrently suggests a unity of two cognitive operations that have been regarded as distinct in the visual neuroscience research community. Is this outcome surprising? Was it a foregone conclusion that response selection and the countermanding process interact? This view implies an identification of "perceptual decision-making" with "response selection"; however, other research has highlighted distinctions (e.g., [@bib5]). Hence, the alternative outcome is that neurons signal the perceptual decision variable but are entirely unaffected by whether or not the movement is canceled. Such a result is likely to be the case in the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) where neurons do not modulate before SSRT ([@bib19]).

Is it reasonable to think that perceptual decision-making and response control are mutually exclusive and would not be performed concurrently? Perhaps the lateralized perceptual decision-making used in this task requires allocation of spatial attention, which corresponds to saccade preparation ([@bib1]). Although spatial attention is certainly necessary for this task, the activity of presaccadic movement neurons in FEF has been dissociated from spatial attention in three different ways. First, visual attention shifts without saccade preparation ([@bib35]). Second, neurons in FEF that mediate visual attention are not connected to saccade motor circuits ([@bib37]). Third, when attention allocation is signaled with limb movements, the visually responsive neurons in FEF modulate as usual, whereas the movement neurons are suppressed ([@bib36]). These observations contradict the hypothesis that the activity of FEF movement neurons can be identified with both motor planning and shifting spatial attention.

Conditions in which STOP and GO processes interact strongly have been described ([@bib29]). We would also emphasize that the concepts of independence and interaction can have different manifestations at different levels of description. The stochastic independence of GO and STOP processes is central to the [@bib11] race model. However, the discovery that neurons in motor circuits are strongly modulated before SSRT demonstrates clearly that the neural processes instantiating the GO and STOP processes must interact ([@bib6], [@bib20]). The interactive race models demonstrate how the appearance of independence and the fact of interaction can be reconciled computationally and mechanistically ([@bib2], [@bib13]).

This unification provides a fresh insight into the relationship of deciding and stopping. The STOP unit inhibition parameter was considerably stronger than the GO unit lateral inhibition. Of course, in the race architecture the STOP unit inhibition was infinitely greater than the interaction between GO units. Across all model fits, the STOP unit inhibition averaged 13 orders of magnitude greater than lateral inhibition between GO units and 5 orders of magnitude greater than forward inhibition on GO units ([Table S3](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, as found earlier ([@bib2], [@bib13]), the action of the STOP unit was necessarily delayed to preserve the independence of the finishing times of the racing GO and STOP processes. These model parameters entail that although response inhibition can be conceived as an alternative decision in the model architecture, it functions with dynamics different from the processes producing overt responses. In other words, interrupting a choice is different from executing one among alternative choices.

Our findings confirm a specific linkage in prefrontal cortex between response preparation and perceptual decision-making. This contradicts an earlier conclusion that frontal cortex in rodents does not contribute to evidence accumulation ([@bib7]), but replicates multiple, previous, independent observations ([@bib4], [@bib21], [@bib22]). The existence of neurons in prefrontal cortex instantiating evidence accumulation also provides an explanation for the persistence of perceptual decision-making when posterior cortical areas are inactivated ([@bib8]) and the ability of monkeys to perform the task before posterior parietal neurons acquire the accumulation process ([@bib9]). Taken together, these results suggest that the evidence accumulation signal reported in parietal cortex is derived from more primary processes occurring in the frontal lobe and perhaps subcortically. This hypothesis would be verified if inactivation of FEF disrupted performance of perceptual decision-making and countermanding with saccadic eye movements.

Thus, innovative performance, neural signaling, and computational modeling results demonstrate that perceptual decisions and response inhibition are not separate processes but instead just different descriptions of a single process traditionally tested in different modes of operation. Our results elaborate further constraints on the circuit logic of brain regions involved in decision-making.

Limitations of the Study {#sec3.1}
------------------------

The conclusions are constrained by the following limitations. First, no inactivation was done to determine whether FEF is necessary for performance of this task. However, lesion ([@bib3]) and inactivation ([@bib32]) studies have demonstrated that FEF is necessary for saccades produced in more complex conditions including perceptual decision-making during visual search. Also, interpretation of inactivation findings is always limited by questions about the actual extent and efficacy of the inactivation. Second, neural discharges were not sampled in other brain regions known to contribute to performance of this task. We do not know, for example, how neurons in posterior parietal cortex contribute to performance of this combined task given the absence of modulation when saccades are countermanded ([@bib19]). Also, we do not know how the choice stimulus or the stop-signal is encoded from visual processing through task rule, but evidence indicates that this likely involves other prefrontal areas ([@bib34]). Ultimately, this specific task and general approach offers an effective means of assessing the contributions of multiple nodes in the distributed network that supports perceptual decision-making and response control.

Methods {#sec4}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Data and Code Availability {#appsec1}
==========================

All datasets and custom analysis programs will be made available upon request to the Lead Contact, Jeffrey D Schall (<jeffrey.d.schall@vanderbilt.edu>).

Supplemental Information {#appsec3}
========================

Document S1. Transparent Methods, Figures S1--S3, and Tables S1 and S2Table S3. Model Parameters, Related to Figure 3Bayesian information criteria (BIC) and parameters of all models fit to all four datasets in separate tabs of the Excel sheet. Parameters with lowest BIC are indicated by bold font. Parameters with second lowest BIC are indicated by italics font. For completeness, we considered three mechanisms of choice (race, feedforward inhibition, and lateral inhibition between GO units) and one mechanism of inhibition (inhibition from STOP to GO units). For each architecture we explored fits for five combinations of parameters. (1) To account for lateralized RT asymmetries, A~0~^+^ ≠ A~0~^-^. (2) To allow for variation of evidence across color coherence, μ~GO~(COH~i~) ≠ μ~GO~ (COH~j~), but μ~GO~^+^(COH~i~) = μ~GO~^−^(COH~i~). (3) To account for both RT asymmetries and variation of evidence across color coherence, A~0~^+^ ≠ A~0~^-^, μ~GO~(COH~i~) ≠ μ~GO~ (COH~j~), and μ~GO~^+^(COH~i~) = μ~GO~^−^(COH~i~). (4) To allow for asymmetric variation of evidence across color coherence, μ~GO~(COH~i~) ≠ μ~GO~ (COH~j~) and μ~GO~^+^(COH~i~) ≠ μ~GO~^−^(COH~i~). (5) To account for both RT asymmetries and allow for asymmetric variation of evidence across color coherence, A~0~^+^ ≠ A~0~^-^, μ~GO~(COH~i~) ≠ μ~GO~ (COH~j~) and μ~GO~^+^(COH~i~) ≠ μ~GO~^−^(COH~i~). Parameter sets 1 and 2 were explored to evaluate fits of implausible models, whereas parameter sets 3, 4, and 5 were expected to account better for the variation of performance. Variation of threshold and/or non-decision time did not improve fits to the behavioral performance. Each architecture accounted for the combination of choosing and stopping performance, with only modest differences in the goodness of fit of race, feedforward inhibition, and lateral inhibition decision mechanisms.
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[^1]: Lead Contact

[^2]: Activation of units began at a baseline level on each trial drawn from a uniform distribution \[0:A~0~\], which could have different values for the GO^+^, GO^−^, and STOP units and completed when it reached the respective thresholds (A~θ_GO~, A~θ_STOP~). The activation of each GO unit increased with input strength, which varied with color coherence and response direction (μ(COH~i~, DIR~j~)) and decreased according to lateral inhibition (u) and STOP unit inhibition (β~STOP~). The activation of the STOP unit (a~STOP~) increased with input strength (μ~STOP~). Activation of each unit began after a stimulus encoding non-decision time (t~0_GO~, t~0_STOP~). Choice countermanding performance was fit best with lateral inhibition between the GO units, and late potent inhibition of the GO unit, by the STOP unit.
